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Welcome from the Editor

Aspire
The theme of this issue is New
Beginnings, and it is appropriate
at a number of levels. Firstly we
are releasing it right at the end of
the year, with a new year about to
begin. Secondly, it is our first issue
of Aspire for some time and, as we
hope to make it a more regular
periodical from now onwards, this
is something of a re-launch. Finally,
during the hiatus I have had some
new beginnings of my own. Beginnings are exciting because they
offer a multitude of possibilities.
There is an element of risk and vulnerability in trying something new.
They can create more anxiety than
doing something familiar. But they
also offer the potential for growth
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and discovery.
I’ve experienced those feelings quite
intensely over the last couple of
years, as I moved to a different area
of the country, and took on a whole
new project at home and at work.
That was a pretty radical change,
following on from a lot of other
smaller new beginnings since I left
the NHS in 2011. If you’ve followed
my blog (https://clinpsyeye.blog)
you’ll have heard about some of
those ups and downs. But moving
to a totally new area and revamping
the business at the same time probably qualifies as the biggest change
to date. It has had a real feeling of
breaking everything down and then
building again from scratch, so this
is something of a new beginning
for me - although I suppose making
big lifestyle changes in my mid-forties could be seen as a mid-life
crisis. I figured that once I was no
longer geographically anchored to
a particular team, and my husband
was also self-employed, we might
as well prioritise quality of life for
our family by living somewhere
beautiful, in the catchment of an
outstanding school, where we could
feel part of a community. We started
looking in Manchester, because of
having friends and doing some consulting there, but gradually moved
our search radius south to get more
space for our budget. After viewing a wide variety of properties
we eventually settled on buying a
dilapidated farm cottage in the Derbyshire Dales, an area we had visited several times on holiday. We’ve
always liked a bit of a challenge, and
it seems like this one will keep us
busy for many years to come. But
it also came with an unexpected
sense of belonging, as within a few
months we felt more at home here
than we did in fourteen years in
Milton Keynes. We’ve also acquired
3 cats and 7 chickens, some real fires
and a lot more weather to make us
appreciate them.

team in Derbyshire. However the
biggest change is that I am now
focusing my energies on improving
outcomes for children in Care on
a larger scale, through my BERRI
tools with their ability to help large
numbers of carers understand the
needs of individual children, and
the potential for the data generated
to prove the efficacy of services and
inform commissioning decisions. It
has forced me to embrace being a
tech entrepreneur as well as a clinical psychologist, and to conquer
my avoidance to understand the
finances of the business and the return on investment that using BERRI
can create for the public purse.
Whether this change of direction
pays off, either in impact or financial sustainability for the business,
remains to be seen. But I enter 2019
feeling optimistic and still enjoying
the journey.
This issue of Aspire hopes to present some of the early stages of new
ventures for various stages of the
clinical psychology career journey,
including first graduate posts, how
it feels to be a new trainee and first
forays into private work. We also
include some new perspectives of
our profession from the outside,
a report back from an innovative
international collaboration, and an
invitation from a new organisation
asking us to look beyond direct
work to the wider social issues. To
round complete the issue, we also
have some submitted articles on
varied topics, and our regular features including some insights from
the other side gleaned from my 20
years of reviewing clinical application forms.
If you would like to contribute to
the next issue, get more involved
with the forum, or have any feedback about what you read, why not
connect with us on the forum, or
on twitter @clinpsy or email us at
clinpsyforum@gmail.com

I’ve also relocated professionally,
closing my small therapy business
in Milton Keynes, changing my
catchment and volume of court
work, and taking on a new staff
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It isn’t Just an Individual Issue
by Psychologists for Social Change

A more equitable and psychologically healthier
society. A society that is more socially just, more
peaceful, and more ecologically attuned.
A society that, at its heart, encompasses the
beauty of the human spirit, enhancing the values
of compassion, solidarity, interdependence, and
cooperation.
Such a society would lessen psychological distress
and would bring better individual and collective
well-being, including those who are currently
marginalised.

Sounds good, doesn’t it?
But what would such a society look like in
reality?
Day to day?
Would yours be the same as mine?
How do we create one?
What is it about the current system that
needs changing?
How do we change it?
Whose already doing this and how can we
support them?
If you’re interested in any of these questions then you will probably be interested in Psychologists for Social Change and our vision for a psychologically healthy society.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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Psychologists for Social Change, PSC for ease, is a network of applied psychologists, researchers, citizens,
academics, therapists and students, and anyone else who is interested in applying psychology to policy
and generate social and political action towards a psychologically-healthier society.

The group formed in London in 2014, originally as ‘Psychologists Against Austerity’, after a meeting of
like-minded community psychologists. We now have groups across the UK - in Northern Ireland, Wales,
and northern England. In 2017, we changed our name to Psychologists for Social Change, and this
formed the umbrella group from which we could run different campaigns, with Psychologists Against
Austerity being the first. Although PSC initially came out of a meeting of community psychologists, not
all of its members define themselves as community psychologists. However, the values of PSC very much
align with community psychology – namely social justice, stewardship, and community.

1. our self,
2. our family,
3. our interpersonal relationships,
4. the systems that govern us such as schools, legal systems, work, government
policies and our communities/society in which we live.
At PSC, we believe psychology, mental health and well-being services - and the discourse around them has become too ‘individualised’ in UK society. There is substantive evidence to support a macro approach
too. A person’s mental health is influenced by many interlinking factors which span across the different
circles of influence across our lives;
Often these influences are talked about as childhood, social and economic adversity and as well as PSC,
the British Psychological Society (BPS), the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the Royal College of
Psychiatrists (RCP) each have their own position statements supporting this view. The RCP states that

“inequality is a key determinant of illness, which then leads to even further inequality.”
But instead of addressing the social and political causes of poor mental health, people are being offered
medication and talking therapies in a way that can obscure and downplay social issues, such as being
overwhelmed at work, being poor, living in insecure housing, experiencing racism, feeling chronically
stressed, and bearing the brunt of political policies like austerity and universal credit. We are not advocating that psychologists should abandon individual therapy, nor should our stance be read as tacit support
for the continued cuts to services. We are simply trying to move beyond the over-emphasis on individual

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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mental health treatment.
Some Social Injustice Facts that Impact our Wellbeing:

• Job insecurity is as damaging for mental health as unemployment
• Feeling trapped over long periods, for example by debt or poor employment conditions, nearly trebles the chances of being diagnosed with anxiety and depression
• Depression and anxiety are 2.5 times more common in 10-15 year olds with low socioeconomic status
• A child is ten times more likely to be taken into care if they come from an area of high
deprivation in comparison to those who are living in low deprivation
• 50% of people in prison have been a ‘looked after child’
The UK is one of the richest countries in the world but still millions of people live in poverty and more
than half of all children in the UK’s very poorest areas are now growing up in poverty. The Child Poverty
Action Group estimates that universal credit changes will push 1 million more children into poverty.
The situation has got so bad that Philip Alston, a United Nations special investigator has launched a twoweek inquiry into rising levels of poverty and hardship across the UK. He says he hopes the government
is ready for proper dialogue over the human consequences of austerity cuts. He plans to investigate the
impact of universal credit, welfare changes, local government cuts, and rising living costs.
Cuts to public services have been directly linked with mental
health problems. Austerity policies have damaging psychological costs. Mental health problems are being created in the
present, and further problems are being stored for the future.
PSC have identified five ‘Austerity Ailments’. These are specific
ways in which policies like austerity impact on mental health:

1. Humiliation and shame
2. Fear and distrust
3. Instability and insecurity
4. Isolation and loneliness
5. Being trapped and powerless
These experiences have been shown to increase mental health
problems. Prolonged humiliation following a severe loss trebles the chance of being diagnosed with clinical depression.
These five ‘ailments’ are indicators of problems in society, of
poisonous public policy, weakness of social cohesion and inequalities in power and wealth.

Credit: Homeless and asking for help in Covent
Garden Central London. By Allan Warren [CC BY-SA
3.0 or GFDL], via Wikimedia Commons

We have also formulated what kind of society promotes good health. Key markers are that societies are
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equal, participatory and cohesive. Some important indicators of a psychologically healthy society are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agency
Security
Connection
Meaning
Trust

To work towards this vision we aim to:

1. Mobilise Psychologists
2. Mobilise Psychological Knowledge
3. Influence Public and Policy Debate
As you can see mental health isn’t just an individual issue. To create resilience and promote wellbeing, we
need to look at the entirety of the social and economic conditions in which people live. This is why PSC is
calling on the UK government to develop social policy that works towards a more equitable and participatory society, to facilitate individual wellbeing, resilient places, and strong communities. For policy makers to take into account the psychological impacts of macro social and economic changes and a social
security system that empowers and supports, rather than punishing people in times of need.
If you are interested in getting involved with the work PSC does and are able to come along to a meeting,
you can find a list of local groups on our website (www.psychchange.org), everyone is welcome! Or you
can drop us email on psychologychange@gmail.com to find out about other ways to stay in touch. You
are welcome to invite us to speak at your university, a local community group or as part of your training course. If you would like to read more about the work PSC does and our thoughts on related issues
please check out our blog (www.psychchange.org/blog).

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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Transition to private practice:
Very New Ways of Working – Private Practice as a Clinical Psychologist
Dr Yvonne Waft
Chartered Clinical Psychologist

I have been a qualified Clinical Psychologist since early 2007, having trained at Leeds
University. Much of the time since qualifying was spent working in an Adult Psychological
Therapy Service in West Yorkshire. Over the 9 years I spent in that role the NHS changed
dramatically. “More for less” became a mantra we heard daily from the high-ups – “get the
waiting lists down”; “see more people”; “no, we won’t be replacing that person who left,
you can all just do more work to cover their role”. As the more senior Psychologists retired
and their posts were not filled, but their duties shared out among remaining staff; and as
other psychologists moved on and were replaced by CBT therapists, it became evident
that there would be no progression beyond band 8a in the service I was in.
Having done some further training in Cognitive
Analytic Therapy and EMDR, I began to seriously
think about setting myself up privately. I began
looking at premises to rent and looking at other
therapist and psychologists’ websites. I updated
my listings on the BPS website, set up a website of my own and met with someone who had
some rooms to let in town. I got an enquiry and
began seeing my first client, it barely covered the
office rent, but that was OK, I still had my NHS
job. Then a friend from training contacted me
to ask if I’d like some work doing medico-legal
assessments. It seemed a great opportunity to
learn about the medico-legal field and I said I’d
have a go. I began doing some brief telephone
screenings of people who had been in car accidents to ascertain whether they needed a full
psychological assessment.
Initially, I was working about 30 hours a week in my NHS role and just doing a bit of private work on the side, but as the private work increased I gradually reduced my NHS role
to 2 days a week. I booked myself onto the BPS Expert Witness training course and began
to contact agencies and solicitors to do more detailed assessments. I began to see that
there was a huge area of work that I was previously pretty much unaware of. Personal
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Injury assessment and rehab is a massive industry and psychologists have a role to play
in this field if they choose to do so. As the referrals became more of a steady flow and the
income became more consistent, I made the decision to leave my NHS job.
A typical week for me now might be a really busy Monday with a medico-legal assessment in the morning. Then after lunch I might see someone referred by a rehabilitation
agency for EMDR or CBT following a road accident or other traumatic incident. Later I
might have another two or three private clients who have referred themselves or come
via a private health insurer such as BUPA or AXA wanting therapy for a whole range of
difficulties. Tuesday I tend to have a quieter day but will see a couple of clients for therapy or write reports. I try to keep Wednesday for doing things for me such as a swim, hair
appointment, gardening etc, but I can fit a client or two in if needed. Thursday and Friday
are very much like Mondays although Friday is usually my busiest day, often with an assessment or seeing my private supervisor in the morning and up to 5 therapy clients in
the afternoon, often finishing at 7pm. I tend to offer later appointments on Monday and
Friday for people who cannot get time out of work to see me. This is balanced out by later
starts and time off in the day on other days.
The medico-legal assessment cases fall into three main groups: the Criminal Injuries Compensation ones; the Road Traffic Accident (RTA) ones; and the Personal Injury cases that
come via solicitors. I often see people who have been assaulted and are seeking compensation through the Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority. Some of these will be
historic child sex abuse cases, and some will be more recent assaults. My assessment is
important in determining the psychological impact of the incident(s) and therefore the
level of compensation due. RTA rehab cases come mainly through agencies who deal
with car insurance companies and solicitors and organise the assessment and treatment
of physical and psychological injury to determine the level of insurance pay out due to
the individual. Again my report is part of what determines the level of injury, and thereby
the level of compensation
due. The ones that come
directly from solicitors are
more varied and can be accidents at work, falls in the
street, house fires, or any
situation where someone
is accused of being negligent and causing an injury
to someone else. In all of
these cases, I assess, I might
diagnose, and I make recommendations for therapy.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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At first the medico-legal field terrified me and if I’m honest, the thought of being called to
court to give evidence still makes me anxious, as it hasn’t happened yet. But over time I
have become used to taking instructions, dealing with the agencies and solicitors, writing
good reports and dealing with awkward barristers who want to ask awkward questions
about my reports. It’s a very different aspect of work than I was trained to deal with in my
clinical training. Last year I did a course run by Cardiff University in conjunction with an
organisation called Bond Solon which really helped build my confidence for doing this
kind of work and reassured me quite a bit about my pre-existing skills and expertise.
Since leaving the NHS I have been able to spread my net a little wider, signing up with
more referral agencies and health insurers and letting local GPs know I’m here. Word of
mouth is a wonderful thing and I’m becoming more known about locally as time goes
on. I can also choose to book myself on to any training I want to do and just allocate the
time and money myself to do so. I’ve always been fascinated by hypnosis, so I’m off to do
a hypnotherapy course in July. I may or may not choose to use it in my practice, but I just
want to do it, so I will! There are many directions my business could take now, for example, I would also like to think about putting on mental health training workshops for GPs
and mindfulness training for businesses or schools, or running supervision groups for psychology graduates, but these are all things I need some time to develop and set up. For
now I’m ticking along and not feeling too worried about the potential to make a healthy
living working for myself as a Clinical Psychologist.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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Review of WISC-V
by Aaron

off approximately 25-30 minutes for a FSIQ score.

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Fifth
Edition) provides a comprehensive description and
evaluation of intellectual ability for children aged
between 6 years old and 16 years, 11 months. The
basic assessment consists of 10 primary subtests,
7 of which are necessary to derive the full scale IQ.
For those of you who are familiar with the other
tests in the series, you will find a lot of the subtests
pleasingly familiar. This review will mainly focus on
the administration of the assessment and will not
deal with more technical aspects such as validity
and reliability. The WISC-V is the first cognitive assessment for children that I have personally used,
as my background is in Adult Mental Health. This
review will therefore be from a newcomer’s perspective of children’s cognitive assessments.
In comparison with the WISC-IV, the WISC-V introduces 3 new primary subtests. These are Figure
Weights, Visual Puzzles and Picture Span. It is
important to remember to familiarise yourself with
the general administration guidelines for ALL the
subtests. Whilst you may feel confident that you
know what the subtest will entail, there may be administration nuances unique to the WISC-V
that you should be familiar with in order to
provide a true standardised test.

The WISC-V is for use with children aged between
6:0 and 16:11, which is quite a large range considering how diverse the population will be developmentally. The WISC-V accounts for this rather well.
For example, there is an overlap with two other
assessments in the series at either end of the age
range. Using clinical judgment, the examiner can
choose to use the Wechsler Preschool and Primary
Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) if a 6 year old examinee is suspected of being below average cognitive
ability. Likewise, for children aged 16:00 to 16:11,
the examiner can again use clinical judgment to
determine whether to use the WISC, with its lower
floor, or the WAIS, with its higher ceiling on some
subtests. Aside from this, the WISC materials also
accommodate for the lower age group. In the
response booklet for example, 6-7 year olds have
their own versions of the Coding and Symbol
Search subtests. This includes a simplified Coding
task involving shapes instead of numbers and a
slightly shorter Symbol Search task. Another example is on the Digit Span task, where 6-7 year olds
are required to correctly count to 3 before attempting a heavily numerical task. I really like how these
extra details have been worked into the WISC-V; it
results in a sensible, and much more age appropri-

The WISC-V actually has a shorter administration time for the primary index scores
than the previous version, despite having
the exact same number of subtests (10).
To obtain a FSIQ on the WISC-IV required
the examiner to administer all 10 subtests,
whereas the WISC-V has been amended to
only require 7 subtests. This reduces the
administration time considerably, shaving
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ate assessment for the younger examinees.
When I have used the WISC-V to assess those
in the younger age range, I have found that
the total administration time of the 10 primary
subtests can produce fatigue effects towards the
end of assessment. Younger children can often
become distracted and may begin talking about
their favourite toys or other such things. I tend
to offer a short juice and biscuit break roughly
halfway through if I notice a child’s attention
begin to wander, which seems to reduce these
fatigue effects considerably. I also find that praising younger children’s efforts can be approached
in a slightly differently way as well. I personally
like to encourage younger children with “I can
see you’re trying really hard”, which could come
across as patronising to an older child if said in
the same way.
The materials themselves are of a very good
standard. The WISC-V comes with a hardback
manual, as well as hardback stimulus books. I like
to stand the manual up and use it as a barrier,
blocking the examinee from seeing the answers
on the record form. The images contained within the stimulus books are aesthetically pleasing
and unambiguous for children. The manual itself

www.ClinPsy.org.uk

is very easy to navigate. As somebody who has
used this test for the first time within the last
few months, I was quickly able to find the information I required and how to administer each
subtest efficiently. The record form provides
helpful prompts at the beginning of each subtest
as is often the case in the series. This helps the
administration process run smoothly and often
eliminates the need to keep flicking through the
manual mid-assessment. I also appreciate that
the analysis sections are tucked away in the back
of the record form, instead of being on the front
page. It seems more respectful to the child to not
have normal distributions in clear view or ‘total
score’ sections, whether the child understands
that their intelligence is being evaluated or not.
Overall I believe the WISC-V is very easy to
administer, score and interpret. The materials
are of a very high standard and are suitable for
the intended age range of children. I personally
found the similarities between the WISC-V and
the WAIS-IV helpful due to my familiarity with
the adult assessments. The WISC-V seems to be a
wholly positive addition to the Wechsler assessment family from a newcomer’s perspective.
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Identity, distress, and Clinical Training
by Firegal

I am depressed.
I am someone who suffers from depression.
I am someone who sometimes experiences depression.
I am a person with lived experience of mental health problems.
I am a person who is human and therefore experiences distress and difficulty.
I have played with all these labels over time, even
in my darkest moments I never felt fully comfortable with accepting the clinical label of depression.
I remember at 15 my mum suggested I go to the
doctor and I found myself thinking it was a nowin situation; either I would find out there was
something wrong with me, or I would find out
that what I was feeling was normal and this was
just how I was expected to exist. Both of those
answers seemed equally terrifying at the time.
Thankfully now 2 years into my clinical training
I’m finding my own answer lies somewhere in the
middle, but it’s been a long battle to figure that
out and nothing has thrown up more questions
about my identity and my relationship with my
struggles or difficulties than my time on training.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk

When I started training I convinced myself that my
difficulties were historical. I ticked the box on the
occupational health form that said I had experienced “mental illness” in the past, I told my tutor
on the course that I had my own history of mental
health difficulties (but I’m doing OK now, thank
you very much). I found that I could accept talking
about my experiences as a mental health problem,
as long as I was speaking in the past tense and
didn’t have to apply that label to the current version of myself. That lasted maybe a month before
I found myself struggling again and had to admit
that I couldn’t get away with resigning everything
to the history books.
In my first year I struggled a lot with the fact that
I might be struggling. As much as I told myself it
was OK to have a mental health history and be
on training, I also kept telling myself it was not
OK to currently be suffering with mental health
problems. In our first week of training there
was a fitness to practice lecture, during which I
heard exactly what the rest of my cohort thought
about people with lived experience working in
clinical services. Their views seemed to confirm
everything I was telling myself– if you have lived
experience then that’s ok, perhaps even helpful
in some circumstances, but if you are currently
struggling then sound the alarm! Notify everyone
important so you can be constantly monitored
in case you prove to be a danger to your clients.
I came away feeling mistrusted and more certain
than ever that I needed to be very careful who
I told about my struggles. Although I could see
why someone in difficulty might need to flag that
to their supervisor, the line between support and
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judgement felt incredibly thin at that point, and
when you aren’t sure which one you are going to
get sometimes it doesn’t feel worth the gamble. It
was an incredibly isolating experience and I found
that moments which might once have been small
wobbles for me, a low day here and there, became
a spiral in which I convinced myself that if I couldn’t
get a grip and sort myself out then I risked losing
my place on training. This was despite the fact that
my struggles tended to be focused around the
weekend and home life and had very little impact
on placement and work generally speaking. The
mere fact that I hadn’t broken out of this cycle
seemed to indicate something deficient about me,
surely if I am the one who is meant to be supporting people to get “better” then I should be able to
do that for myself.
When I started training I had thought of myself as
being critical of the medical model, but I still found
myself applying these ideas of “unwell” and “better”
to my own situation constantly. Every time I found
myself struggling it brought up the same questions about whether I was fit for training, and on a
broader scale whether I was doomed to “suffer” for
the rest of my life and whether “better” just wasn’t
something that would ever be achievable for me.
Through training and placement I have gradually
added to and shaped my understanding of the
criticisms of the medical model, and come to make
much more sense of a more psychological understanding of human distress. Whilst a re-defining of
‘mental illness’ as ‘human distress’ instantly clicked
with me as a trainee, it has been much harder to
take it to heart and apply it to my own situation. I
think part of this comes from the fact that I have
never been clear about how I sit with my distress to
begin with. On one level I had always been loathe
to label myself as “depressed” but I know that much
of this is because I’d prefer to pretend that I don’t
struggle at all. On the complete flipside, sometimes
I want to wave that banner and shout loud about
being someone with mental health problems,
because I want to lend my voice to that movement,
because I want to advocate for clients, or, if I’m truly honest with myself, sometimes because I want
some form of recognition for what I go through
or simply some support. Being so uncertain in my
own definition of my struggle has made accessing
help much trickier than it ever needed to be. I have
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been accessing therapy regularly through training
which has been invaluable to me, but in terms of
supervision and course support, in my first year of
training I would only ever speak in the vaguest of
terms about having a “tricky week”. On the days
when I labelled myself as depressed I feared for my
place on the course, and on days when I rejected
that label, I didn’t feel justified in asking for the
support I needed.
Thankfully, as my understanding of myself and my
own opinions around mental health and identity
have developed, so too has my bravery and my
confidence. I am pleased to say that recently, for
the first time ever, I felt comfortable enough to
share the specifics of my struggles with my supervisor. None of my fears about losing my place on
the course came true. In fact, that was never even
raised as an option. Instead I was met with compassion and understanding, and that has made
huge differences to my supervision and practice
since then.
It has taken a lot of development and reflection to
get to this point, some of that development has
come from therapy, some from good supervision,
and some from inspiring lectures, in particular
from Clinical Psychologists who have been willing
to share their own lived experience. I can say I still
struggle often with thoughts and feelings that I
would rather just not have, AND I am confident
that I am capable of completing clinical training
and going on to become a compassionate and
thoughtful psychologist, both despite and because
of my experiences.
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A week in the life of a trainee Children and Young
Person’s Psychological Wellbeing Practitioner
(CWP).
by Joshua Roberts

Monday
I arrive at my first secondary school of the week for 8:30am. My first young person
of the day is waiting for me at reception. Turns out a chat about where the fight and
flight response comes from (with some added sound effects of the ‘timorous beasties’
that roamed our evolutionary past) outweighs physics and a maths exam.
Two morning sessions complete, both young people arrived on time negating the need
for me to run from classroom to classroom trying to find them. Time to run to the
lunch time mental health group I facilitate. The theme is ‘good vibes’ today, a simple
task whereby individuals write a complimentary message onto a piece of paper and
post this into a covered box. The message can be directed toward someone else in the
group specifically or to the group in general, as long as it’s a ‘good vibe’. The box is
then opened and passed around with one person at a time drawing a message out and
reading it to the intended recipient. Nothing fancy, but effective in getting the young
people talking and a nice break from the usual psychoeducation.
Group complete, I’ve been reliably informed that Facebook is for “old people” and I
need to “ditch it for Snapchat” and “get my flames up.” I’ve emailed the youth translation services for next week’s group. Quick sandwich before afternoon sessions begin.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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Tuesday
Office Day = Paperwork. First things first, prepare sessions for the rest of the
week and the following Monday. This involves expanding upon and individualising some of the standardised anxiety and low mood materials and checking I have enough outcome measures for each session. We use the Revised
Children’s Anxiety Scale (RCADS; Chorpita et al, 2000) and Goal Based
Outcome (GBO; Law & Jacob et al, 2015) to monitor progress in adolescents
(12-18 years). For parent work CWPs use the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire (SDQ; Goodman, 1997) to make sure things are on track.
Finally, a Session Feedback Questionnaire ensures the meetings are suitably
engaging, everything has been understood and the young people/parents are
discussing things important to them.
I then make sure I’ve scored all of last week’s outcome measures and everyone’s clinical notes are up to date before supervision. That way I’m in a good
position to discuss any safety concerns, as well as individuals who seem stuck
or may need more than the eight sessions we initially offer. Today I’m keen to
discuss a young person – let’s call them Sam. Sam and I had formulated that
their social anxieties are partially perpetuated by a specific safety behaviour.
However, Sam is struggling to implement alternative CBT-based strategies,
and is falling back on their tried and tested behaviour to feel safe. Together
my supervisor and I developed a graded approach to reducing the behaviour,
as well as using a thought diary to make the use of the safety behaviour more
salient to Sam. Man with a plan.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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Wednesday
Another secondary school, today I’m seeing three young people for anxiety sessions and one for
low mood. My first charge is a young person I’d only recently assessed, meaning this was to
be our first session of Guided Self Help (GSH) for anxiety. We begin with psychoeducation on
where anxiety comes from (cue ‘timorous beastie’ impression). We then set some goals together
and use a cross-sectional formulation to help outline what is preventing them from reaching
said goals. Finally, I provide some reassurance that the mighty GSH handbook does not have
to be read in one week, and the young person’s only post-session task for now is to watch some
YouTube videos on the Fight/Flight response. The relief is palpable.
My next young person is having trouble with remembering and applying methods to tackle
negative thoughts. The hour was therefore mainly spent coming up with some fun memory
aids for them.
(For those interested we settled with; when there are ANTs (Automatic Negative Thoughts) in
your brain, make sure to RANT! (Recognise Automatic Negative Thought). Don’t forget to
HOP it! (Hypothetical Or Practical) then DO IT! Now, Pancake it (flip the thought), judge it
or battle it! Finally, distract and let it float away).
The final young person of the day is receiving GSH for low mood. This follows the principles
of Behavioural Activation; we therefore review their activity log and make connections between
lack of behaviour and ratings of low mood. We then spend some time discussing activities linked
with core values, and add some related tasks into next week’s activity log. Just some time left at
the end of the day to type up my notes before I am politely asked to leave by the kindly janitor.
and tested behaviour to feel safe.
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Thursday
Primary school today, meaning I will be completing sessions
with the parents of children experiencing anxiety or having some
behaviour difficulties. I find the parenting work very interesting,
I feel the CWP role is uniquely placed within the young person’s
system, as you work very closely with their parents and from
within their school. This has many benefits, for instance behavioural experiments can be implemented almost immediately in
some cases, as their teachers are only across the hall.
The parent sessions go well, role play is essential to allow the
parents a chance to practice delivering the intervention. Unfortunately, this does mean I spent most of the day adopting the
mentality of an under 10 year old. Then again, it’s not much of
a stretch.

Friday
University day! I’ve finished most of the learning at this point;
hence we are only at university once a week. However, meeting
weekly is a great opportunity to catch up with other CWP’s across
boroughs, as well as discuss experiences amongst ourselves and other
supervisors. We share recordings of our sessions, discuss challenging
cases and ensure that we cultivate a culture of continued development. Most importantly however, it’s fish and chip day.

Reference
Chorpita, B. F., Yim, L., Moffitt, C., Umemoto, L.A., Francis, S.E. (2000). Assessment of Symptoms of DSM-IV
Anxiety and Depression in Children: A Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale. Behaviour Research Therapy, 38(8), 35–55.
Goodman, R. (1997) The strengths and difficulties questionnaire: a research note. Journal of Child Psychology
and Psychiatry, 38, 581–6.
Law, D., & Jacob, J. (2015). Goals and Goal Based Outcomes (GBOs): Some Useful Information. Third Edition.
London, UK: CAMHS Press.
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An Innovative Approach to Challenging Stigma
Across Cultural Contexts
A Collaborative Forum-Theatre Project in Uganda, by Sharing Stories and Odd Arts.
By Will

Sharing Stories is a collaborative venture, made up
of a group of people who have worked in or utilised mental health services in Uganda and the UK.
This includes trainees and programme staff from
the Doctorate in Clinical Psychology programme
at Lancaster University (UK) and Makere University
(Uganda), in addition to peer-support organisations across Uganda.
We build our work on several core principles. We
believe that collaboration is a learning process
based on a mutually beneficial exchange of ideas,
experiences and services. We work hard to give all
voices equal value; respect, listening and humanity
are central to what we do. We aim to harness the
benefits of sharing stories about mental health to
improve knowledge and understanding in both
Uganda and the UK.
Odd Arts deliver creative programmes with vulnerable and hard-to-reach groups within the criminal
justice sector, marginalised communities and educational sector. They have developed partnerships
with prisons, youth sector organisations, youth offending teams, health services and policing teams.
Odd Arts use applied theatre and creative arts to
address and explore contentious and challenging
issues.
In 2016, Sharing Stories joined forces with Odd
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Arts to pilot a Forum Theatre project in Manchester
and Liverpool. These collaborative Forum Theatre
events brought together people with lived experience of using mental health services to produce a
powerful performance piece helping to challenge
stigma around mental health.
After the success of these events, we spent the
next two years working hard to secure grants,
fundraise, plan, and organise a Forum Theatre pro-
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To give you an idea of the timescale, we met
as a group on Monday morning; by Wednesday evening we were performing a Forum
Theatre piece – developed and written as
part of the group workshop – at the National
Theatre in Kampala. Using a variety of exercises to unpick personal experiences of the
ject in Uganda. With the support of MAITS, an international disability charity which improves access to
healthcare and education services, representatives
from Odd Arts and Sharing Stories travelled to Butabika Hospital in Kampala in July 2018. We worked
with a range of users of mental health services,
peer support workers and mental health professionals from service-user led organisations across
Uganda in Kampala, Jinja and Gulu.
For the uninitiated, Forum Theatre is a set of applied theatre techniques designed to produce
a drama performance; the characters, the script

group, we developed rich characters with a
personal back-story. We told the story of Gody, a
31-year-old man who struggled with depression,
and Susanne, a 19-year-old girl who had recently
been diagnosed with bipolar disorder.
The performance integrated dramatic scenes,
monologues, poems, music and freeze-frames into
a cohesive performance that communicated our
key messages around the problems people experience in relation to stigma around mental health
in Uganda. We thought about who else might
be involved in their lives (e.g. family, friends and

and the themes of the performance are produced
collaboratively between participants and facilitators. Our aim with this project was to produce
a performance that helped to raise awareness of
mental health problems and challenge stigma. The
unique aspect of Forum Theatre is that, after the
performance, the piece is replayed – only this time,
audience members are invited to make suggestions or even join in themselves. This offers a way
to demonstrate how people and communities can
contribute to positive change, underpinned by our
core ethos – you’re not better than us, we’re not
better than you, but by working together we can
all be better.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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professionals) and asked what they thought about

The performance also drew on issues with rejec-

our character’s problems, and how their behav-

tion and fear around romantic relationships, losing

iours towards our characters might have helped or

a job because of mental health diagnosis, and

hindered the problems they were experiencing.

family/professional disagreements over whether
the person should receive medication or be taken
to a traditional healer. It also highlighted a range of
issues that are relevant across cultures; for example
the negative messages perpetuated by the media,
how stigma around mental health may impact on
how people are treated, and how mental health
services are often not integrated into broader
health services.
The performance ended with a set of ‘problems’ for
our characters, highlighting their vulnerability and
isolation as a result of the stigma they experienced.
It was then up to our audience to help us solve
these problems; it did not take long before members of the audience were jumping in to replace
characters to try out their ideas for how they might
steer things down a more positive path.

It was particularly interesting to think about the
differences between UK and Ugandan culture in

To bring the night to a close, we were joined by

this; issues such as poor understanding of mental

Dr Hafsa, a representative from the Ministry of

health, poverty, grief and loss were key. There were

Health, who shared her reflections on the process

also things we found it more difficult to under-

and emphasised the importance of collaboration.

stand from a UK perspective, for example thinking

She recognised that ‘baby steps’ have been taken

about why people might be taken to a traditional

already, such as changing the laws in Uganda to

healer against their will and the power of being

prevent people from losing their job as a result

rejected by a local community. This brought to

of mental health problems. She challenged the

light the cultural differences in understandings of

definition of ‘normal’ and acknowledged that

mental health in Uganda, for example in relation to

everyone has ‘mental health’, which can go up and

beliefs around witchcraft and how mental illness

down throughout people’s lives. The importance of

may be seen by some as a curse from God.

a broad approach was also highlighted, including
medication as one avenue of input but also recog-
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nising the value of community input, peer support

urge you to follow us on social media and join us at

and psychological approaches.

any future workshops or events!

Next steps

Sharing Stories and Odd Arts would like to thank
MAITS, The National Theatre in Kampala, Butabika

As part of our plan to support sustainable change

Hospital and the Recovery College, and everyone

in both Uganda and the UK, we also provided a

who helped and joined in with the production.

two-day workshop for people who were keen to
learn more about using Forum Theatre techniques.
This meant that we were able to ensure that people could take forward what they had gained from

Sharing Stories

the process and contribute to meaningful change

www.sharingstoriesventure.com (for more info

in their local communities across the country.

about this work and other projects)
www.facebook.com/sharingstoriesventure

We are also planning further events in the UK,

Twitter: @sharingventure

aimed at supporting people to use innovative
approaches to teaching and learning within a

Odd Arts

culturally competent way. If any of the above has

www.oddarts.co.uk

sounded interesting and you would like to learn

Twitter: @oddartsuk

more about these approaches and their relevance
to supporting psychological wellbeing, we would
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Insights from the other side
By Miriam

So here is my insight from the other side after two decades of reviewing clinical applications - being
proactive is an extraordinary quality, and to get into clinical psychology and progress within the career, I
think that is the single factor that makes the most difference. That’s a glib thing to say, perhaps, but what
does being proactive mean? To me, it means asking the right questions and then seeking out the answers, so you go into situations more prepared.
A proactive individual engages in self-started, future-oriented behaviour without the need for constant
prompting or instructions by others.

“[Proactive] employees do not just let life happen to them. Rather, they try to
affect, shape, curtail, expand, and temper what happens in their lives”
(Grant and Ashford, cited in Belschak and Hartog, 2010*).
Whilst it can be seen as an element of an individual’s personality, and is also situationally influenced by
the nature of the environment, being proactive is to some degree at least, a skill that can be learnt. More
importantly, it is associated with success, for both the individual and the organisations they are working
in - provided the actions taken are positive and not entirely selfishly motivated.
Of course it isn’t the only factor at play. I absolutely
acknowledge that there are systemic reasons why
certain demographics are more or less privileged
within the existing system, and that this includes barriers that can potentially make it harder to be more
proactive for certain groups (through having less
spare time, or less professional networks, or more demands to earn money, for example). And the answer
to this at a systemic level is not to expect the individuals who face more adversity to be more proactive,
it is to address the systemic barriers. I also acknowledge that a good psychologist needs a lot of other
personal characteristics like empathy, curiosity and
intelligence. However, at an individual level I believe being proactive is a strategy that can help anybody
to improve their chances of career progression, with a cumulative effect over time.

Let me give you a few examples:
1. A client is referred to a CP with a genetic condition that the clinician has never come across before.
Maybe some people wouldn’t think much about that, and would do their ordinary assessment, and
then look it up later if it appears to be salient. A pro-active clinician would read up about the condition (at least on wikipedia and Google Scholar), so they can ask the right questions about how this
condition impacts upon the client's life in the first appointment, so that they have the maximum
chance of engagement and impact. They can then ask the client for their expertise and experiences, and check whether there were additional things they should have asked. Likewise if a person is
referred from a cultural group that is unfamiliar, the proactive clinician would try to find out about it,
but also treat the client as an expert from whom they can learn more and broaden their understanding. That might be something as horrifyingly mundane as understanding how it feels to be assessed
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for benefits nowadays, or the impact of sanctions, the bedroom tax or the move to universal credit;
or it might be about the experience of growing up in a different country, or observing a different
religion or set of beliefs to the therapist. They are likely to engage in some form of feedback-informed
learning, to help them offer the best possible service to clients, and to frequently take issues to supervision to mull over.
2. A clinician gets several similar referrals during the course of a year. An ordinary psychologist might
think that makes life easier, as they are more familiar with the territory, and starting to get a positive
reputation for this work, and worry instead about other aspects of their job. A pro-active clinician
might gather together the themes that come up to design a group that could bring together clients
with similar issues, so they feel less isolated. They might ask other agencies whether the same issues impact on them, and identify other professionals in the network that could be trained to better
support this need. They might reflect on it during supervision or team meetings, asking colleagues if
they have also come across similar presenting patterns. They might conduct an audit or small piece
of research to find out how common it is, or try to unpick any common causative factors or useful insights. They might highlight the need in policy work, or raise
it through professional networks like presenting at conferences. Or they might write a leaflet, article, website or book
about the issue, to share what they have learnt.
3. A candidate applies for a job. They fire off their CV and cross
their fingers. If they get an interview they re-read the job description, pick out their outfit and check the route and journey time on Google Maps. A proactive candidate finds out as
much about the job and employing organisation as possible,
then tailors their application to the specific requirements
of the job, thinking hard about how they can draw on their
experiences to evidence the skills that the advert is seeking.
If offered an interview they find out more about the organisation, the role, the interviewers and any publications they
have produced. They look up information about potential
clients, referral pathways and team composition. They check
for mentions of the service online that will help them glean
more information, and email or telephone to find out if they
can come and visit or speak to someone about the service in
advance of interview.
4. An ordinary psychology graduate applies for AP posts, then
resigns themselves to a slog through care or support work,
whilst continuing to apply for every AP post they see advertised as quickly as possible. They see the job as a box-ticking
exercise that will eventually be completed, and allow them
to move on to the next step. A pro-active graduate knows how competitive AP posts are, so they
focus on getting the best possible first step job they can, learning from everyone in the team, and
getting the most they can out of it. They value the opportunity to gain insights from clients, and to
see how services and team dynamics work. They make efforts to contact local clinicians, and to join
local groups and training events where possible. They put themselves forward for every opportunity
available, and suggest possible audits or opportunities to present information to others. They solicit
feedback from colleagues and supervisors, and reflect on it.
5. An ordinary student goes to most of their lectures, and might have a job on the side to make sure
they don’t sink into debt. They pass enough of their course requirements with a good enough mark
to get a 2:1, and then go out into the world of work to seek experience after they graduate. A proactive student is volunteering within and outside the university, seeking out relevant paid experiences,
and gaining the highest possible marks right from the start. They are likely to choose relevant re-
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search topics and will try to write them up for publication, even if only in student publications. If they
are a career changer, or someone late to decide on their path, they do their homework about what
this will involve, and go into it with their eyes open. Either way, they dedicate themselves fully to the
graft rather than seeking short-cuts, or having unrealistic expectations.

So what does this mean when it comes to applying for clinical psychology training?
To my eye, it means really doing your homework when it comes to understanding what the role involves.
Not just for the one psychologist who you have worked with, or for the one client group you have a
passion for, but for a whole range of CPs in different service contexts, with different client groups, and
through indirect work like supervision, service development, audit/research, management or policy as
well as individual therapy delivery. That might involve shadowing or meeting up with various CPs, or
doing various jobs. But it could also involve reading about different types of work (eg on the forum and
in Aspire), and the job descriptions of different roles that are advertised. It means reading the KSF for a
trainee CP and a qualified CP of each banding to understand the skills and how these are different from
an AP. It involves reading up on some of the political and policy changes that form the context of our
work, and understanding some of
the hot topics and flash points on
social media. it involves seeing how
CPs are featured in the news.
But as well as all that contextual information it involves asking
good questions to understand the
situation better. So what are the
strengths and weaknesses of the
IAPT model? Why do so many people involved in it sound burnt out?
What is the Power-Threat-Meaning
Framework, and does it apply equally to all conditions and populations?
To what degree does social adversity
explain mental health difficulties?
How does having a competitive
marketplace with commissioning
and contracting of NHS services for
3-5 year blocks affect the delivery of
mental health services or the composition or morale of the workforce?
In terms of choosing which courses to apply to, a proactive candidate reads the course websites, their
entries on the clearing house pages and the comments about them in the alternative handbook (and
maybe previous editions). They go to graduate/AP groups, speak to trainees, go to open days, and find
out as much as they can about selection criteria. They try the practise tests online and do mock interviews. Maybe they attend workshops or training events for prospective applicants (though they do their
homework on who is providing them, and whether they represent good value for money, because they
know this market can be exploitative).
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They probably aren’t in a rush to get onto training as quickly as possible, because they are so busy getting the most they can out of where they are now. But once they feel ready, they solicit feedback from
their supervisors and reflect on whether they are resilient enough for the stress of the process, and make
an informed decision to apply for training. They keep a reflective journal and notes on what they have
learnt, with notes about the most important insights they have gained, and the elements of the work
they have found most challenging and most emotionally salient. Finally, they don’t just start their applications in November, but write drafts early so they have plenty of time to refine them, and can benefit
from feedback.
The fact you are reading this article probably means that you have some proactive qualities. But a more
accurate test might be in your reaction whilst you read it. If you skimmed through thinking “well, I do
enough of that, and nobody really does it all” or “how the hell would anyone manage that?” or "I know
plenty of people who have got on without all that effort” or “yeah, but you can do all of that and still not
get on, because it is pretty much a game of chance in the end anyway” then you probably don’t have a
proactive frame of mind. That’s okay. It is only a job, so its okay to prioritise self-care, or financial stability,
or certainty and to divert from the path or choose a different path. Maybe you think you are the exception and that it will be easy for you to get on because of your natural charm and intelligence - in which
case, I hope you are right**. But if you don’t think it is worth the effort, or you want to find a short-cut,
then maybe it is worth considering whether picking such a competitive career path is the right choice for
you. I’m not saying you have to have done everything already, or to now go and do everything at once.
But hopefully some of you will have picked out one or two actions that you can take to focus on first, or
have resolved to find out more about being more proactive. Maybe some of you might come back and
read the article again to make an action plan. And hopefully if you become more proactive, you’ll stand
out positively in future steps in your career.
* https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-23/edition-11/being-proactive-work-%E2%80%93-blessing-or-bane
** Although it seems unlikely, as Scott D Miller’s work suggests that this might be a sign of arrogance and complacency , rather than
superior skills, as he found confidence in your superior abilities was suggestive of a “pseudo shrink” rather than a “super shrink” in his
excellent article about feedback informed practise.
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My Eureka Moment
by Jacqueline Smith: Assistant Psychologist

At times it feels as though others have
walked out of the womb knowing they
wanted to work in the field of clinical psychology. Their CVs are jam-packed with the
highest grades, amazing jobs and numerous extra-curricular activities. I am not one
of those people. I think I’ve always known
I wanted to work with others (as opposed
to eight hours a day, five days a week of
statistical analysis) but I couldn’t have told
you what I pictured for my long-term career
until I was about 23 years old.
I’ve always worked hard academically. Unfortunately, I became unwell during my
A-level year resulting in months of time
off that ultimately ended in average exam
results. I had intended to go travelling and
explore the world during a gap year, but
instead I had to use this time to build my
health and strength back up.
I went to university as I turned 20; I enjoyed
all aspects of it – the academic environment
as well as the social life. I seemed to have
the mentality of “work hard, play hard” and
maybe sometimes I played a bit harder than
I worked. That wasn’t because I disliked my
degree; I just enjoyed the freedom of nights
out, eating junk food and going to the student’s union at midday to play pool simply
because I could. Even during my second
year of university, I still didn’t really know
what I wanted to do. I ended up applying
for a placement year to help me figure it
out. I had three interviews for three very
different placements (neuro-rehabilitation,
alcohol and substance misuse rehabilitation
and animal behaviour at an aquarium); I
came to be in the very fortunate position
of having my pick of the three. I ended up
opting for the neuro-rehab placement be-
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cause it piqued my interest.
I had never done anything like it before
with my only previous job having been in
a supermarket. Initially, I was completely
out of my comfort zone on an inpatient
unit. But I was supported by my fantastic
supervisors who developed both my theoretical knowledge and practical skills.
Soon enough I was administering cognitive
assessments, running groups and creating
formulations. It was during this time when I
had my “Eureka!” moment. I had a profound
sense of pride, achievement and satisfaction from helping people. From then on, I
knew I wanted to pursue a career into clinical psychology.
My placement had invigorated my love of
my degree and I went into my final year
of university like a firecracker. I was that
annoying person who went to the gym at
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6.30am before going to lectures and the
library for the day. I did all the extra reading, practice essays and went to my lecturers for advice. I also became a mentor
to first and second year students and took
advantage of opportunities that in previous years had passed me by. I achieved
my best grades, but unfortunately just
missed out on a First overall as my second
year marks had brought me down just a
bit too much.
I was thrown into the
world of work four days
after my last exam and
worked as a domiciliary
carer.
This was quite isolating
and not what I had envisaged after my “Eureka!”
moment during my placement. I realise now that I
had a sense of entitlement
and that I expected to
walk into an assistant psychologist job as opposed
to providing personal care
to people in their homes.
However, looking back on
this time, I am glad that I
took on the role of a carer
as I learned so much from
how people live and how
important social contact
and emotional support
is. I was in this role for six
months before being offered a job as an assistant
psychologist within a private organisation.
This was again in neuro-rehabilitation of
both adults and children. Because of my
placement, I felt a bit more comfortable in
this role and began to develop and hone
my skills as an assistant psychologist.
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Four years later and I am still gaining
invaluable experience, having worked as
a research assistant for two years and now
as an assistant psychologist within a new
NHS service. Along the way I have learned
that my attitude of “work hard, play hard”
still resonates with me. I do work hard
within my job to give myself the best
experience possible. I am motivated to
learn and regularly do extra reading because I find the service fascinating. But I
also give myself time
to relax. Recognising
when I need some “me”
time has been invaluable for my mental
wellbeing. Whilst trying
to give myself the best
possible chance to be
accepted on to clinical
training, I am also trying to remove myself
from the competitive
nature of the post-graduate-but-not-qualified
group.
My “Eureka!” moment
may have come after
some people knew
they wanted to pursue
a career in clinical psychology. At times I feel
at a slight disadvantage because of this;
but there is no point in
dwelling on what I cannot change. What has
changed is my attitude – I’ve learned to
enjoy the journey without solely focusing
on the end destination.
Jacqueline Smith
Assistant Psychologist
Community Forensic CAMHS
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DBT as an intervention for ASD
Could Dialectical Behaviour Therapy be a useful approach to help
people with Autism Spectrum Disorder build social-communication skills?
by Assistant Psychologist Rebecca Kenney
and Dr Martha Laxton-Kane

Intervention for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
NICE guidelines recognise ASD as ‘differences and impairments in reciprocal social interaction and
social communication, combined with restricted interests and rigid and repetitive behaviours, often
with a lifelong impact’ (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence [NICE], 2011). The most common
intervention for ASD is Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) (NICE, 2011). PBS is an intervention which is
focused around improving the quality of life for the individual and those around them (Gore et al, 2013).
A PBS plan should work to understand the need for behaviour through functional analysis and use this
understanding in order to fulfil this need in alternative ways. There is however a lack of evidence for PBS
with high-functioning ASD, with research limited to single case studies. Furthermore, for young people
CAMHS interventions are often based around evidence that has come from neurotypical populations
and problems in accessibility and adaptation have previously been highlighted in this area (‘You Need to
Know’., 2010).

Treatment/intervention for Borderline personality disorder (BPD)
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is characterised by significant instability of interpersonal relationships, self-image and mood, and impulsive behaviour (NICE, 2009). There is a pattern
of sometimes rapid fluctuation from periods of
confidence to despair, with fear of abandonment
and rejection, and a strong tendency towards
suicidal thinking and self-harm (NICE, 2009). NICE
(2009) recommend Dialectical behaviour therapy (DBT) as a treatment option for BPD. DBT is
a type of talking therapy which was originally
developed by Marsha Linehan. DBT has four key
principles; mindfulness, distress tolerance, emotion regulation, and interpersonal effectiveness. It
is based on the idea that there are two important
factors which contribute towards BPD; the individual is emotionally vulnerable and that they were raised
in an environment where their emotions were dismissed by those around them (“Treatment Borderline
personality disorder”, 2016). DBT then works to help an individual validate their emotions and to be open
to ideas and opinions which contradict their own through both group and individual sessions.
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DBT evidence with young people
Dialectical behaviour therapy is largely based around research within the adult population. The evidence base for the effectiveness of DBT for young people (aged 19 and under) is still growing but can be
shown across a broad range of clinical populations (Fleischaker et al., 2011; Andrew, Williams and Waters.,
2014). Valle (2016) found DBT to be a useful
intervention for reducing anxiety in young people with autism. Valle’s (2016) research created
a manual which aimed to guide educators in
applying CBT, DBT and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy skills to help students with
high-functioning autism manage their anxiety.
However, this work needs formal reviewing to
test whether the strategies advised in the manual are effective when implemented.

Are there commonalities between ASD and BPD?
There are of course, fundamental differences between BPD and ASD. However, both populations
have difficulties in social communication and emotion regulation. Both individuals with ASD and BPD
have difficulties in regulating their emotions, understanding and validating what they are feeling and
expressing and communicating their emotions effectively to those around them. Disruption in emotion
regulation is thought to be a contributor to behaviours which challenge, associated with ASD (Mazefsky
& White., 2014). Similarly, both populations have difficulties with social- communication (NICE, 2011; Liz &
Bohus, 2013). As this difficulty is treated in BPD using DBT, there is potential for it to be effective in helping to treat emotional regulation difficulties within ASD.

Opportunities for DBT for young people with ASD
Young people with ASD have difficulties recognising, distinguishing and describing emotions which
can cause them to become frustrated and confused. Often, these symptoms become more severe once
a young person reaches adolescence as this is a period of change in hormones and in life circumstances
such as moving to high school where the social demands are often much greater.
Mazefsky and White (2014) recognised that although DBT has been considered for use in ASD, there
have been no clinical trials or published treatment outcomes.
Other symptoms of ASD could also be supported using DBT. For example, Valle (2016) created a
manual which utilised elements of DBT along with elements from other therapeutic approaches to give
young people the tools to manage anxiety related to high-functioning ASD. The success of this tool has
yet to be considered. This research stemmed from studies where elements of DBT had been used with
CBT and symptom improvements had been indicated in young people with ASD (Pahnke et al., 2013; Van
Steensal and Bögels., 2015; Webb et al., 2016).
DBT for ASD could work by helping the young person understand and validate their emotions. This
therapeutic intervention would also help to give the young person the vocabulary around emotions. DBT
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then works to help an individual be open to ideas and opinions which contradict their own. For example,
someone who is self-harming because they are low in mood will work collaboratively with the therapist
to help validate their feelings and their experiences of the low mood. They will then learn to open up to
ideas and opinions that self-injurious behaviour is not the only way to express this emotion. This could
also help challenge some of the rigidity in thinking that is common within ASD. Along with challenging
the difficulties with emotional regulation, using elements of DBT within ASD may also help young people
to challenge other beliefs and behaviours which are common amongst ASD.
However, further research would be needed in order for a conclusion to be drawn as to whether elements of DBT would be effective for someone with ASD. This could take the form of clinical trials, particularly incorporating the tool developed by Valle (2016). Using clinical trials would allow the selection of
elements within DBT that would be most effective for an intervention with ASD and would provide useful
information for clinicians working within ASD services.

Challenges for using DBT for ASD
Using DBT for ASD will not necessarily be as straight forward as transferring the strategies used for
BPD for a variety of reasons. This in part, is problematic due to the differences in ages which diagnoses
often occur for ASD and BPD (Howlin & Asgharian., 1999; Miller, Muehlenkamp & Jacobson., 2008). Many
people with ASD are often, but not exclusively, diagnosed at a much younger age than people with BPD.
The strategies used within DBT may not be age appropriate for those diagnosed at a younger age. However, this could also be positive in that intervention at a younger age is shown to be more effective (Glicksman, 2012).
Another issue is with some of the associated stigmatisation of DBT and its
association with BPD and some young people or their families not wanting
to access DBT.
For a young person with ASD, the idea of DBT could be quite daunting.
The process includes long durations of both individual and group therapy.
As one of the difficulties within ASD is around social skills, many people with
ASD can find group situations challenging and this may prevent them from
accessing the therapy. The process of DBT is also a large time commitment,
including lots of home work which could be challenging for young people
who are coming to terms with their diagnosis. A potential solution for this
could be to create an ‘adapted DBT’ model which addresses some of these issues. For example, the group
element could be gradually introduced by starting with lots of smaller groups which gradually merge
into a large group.

Conclusion
Although PBS is currently seen as the best practice for all abilities of people with ASD, there is an
absence of an evidence base for high-functioning ASD and traditional CAMHS approaches have been
recognised as not always meeting the needs of those with ASD (‘You Need to Know’., 2010). Given DBT
approaches support training in some of the common areas of impairment for those with ASD, it would
seem highly appropriate to consider the usefulness of DBT principles and approaches for young people
with ASD.
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The Arduous Path to becoming an
Assistant Psychologist
by Aaron Howard
I grew up in a working class household, living my
best life throughout childhood. I played some
Pokémon, ate some Turkey Twizzlers and watched
some Nickelodeon. I achieved good grades in
school, but had no direction at all in terms of
a career. I drifted through childhood aimlessly,
although happily. When the time came to choose
college courses and determine the rest of my life, I
had no idea what I wanted to do.
I decided to focus on aspects of my life that were
important to me. I have always been, by nature,
a caring and compassionate chap. I always help
people that need help. With this in mind, I chose
healthcare as a potential career path. I studied Psychology during my A-levels based on this general
idea, and I loved it. I thoroughly enjoyed reading
case studies, mapping the brain and grimacing at
the ridiculously unethical research that Psychologists of old got up to.

Following college, I applied for a BSc Psychology
course at Nottingham Trent University and was
accepted. The government had just increased
the tuition fee cap from roughly £3,000 a year to
£9,000 a year, despite the already worrying levels
of student debt. I don’t recall many people being
deterred by the fact that university would cost triple the amount that it did the previous year. Martin
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Lewis told us all that our crippling debts would
eventually get wiped anyway. Despite the financial
worry, my years at University hold a special place
in my heart. I cannot say I fully immersed in the
“student lifestyle”, or at all really. I was forced to
work weekends in retail just to keep my car on the
road and, if I am honest, I don’t think traffic cone
hats would have suited me anyway. I did, however,
make some excellent friends and immersed myself
in the course content. My achievements reflected
my passion for the subject. I graduated with a 1st
class degree; having conducted a research project
that far exceeded what I believed was possible at
that point in my life.
My research project focussed on why motorcyclists
are so overrepresented in UK road traffic accident
statistics. I specifically explored the event in which
a car driver would pull out of a side road and collide with a motorcyclist, claiming to not have seen
them approaching. After establishing that this is a
genuine phenomenon, I set about creating perceptual training to reduce the likelihood of car drivers
making these mistakes. The results were very successful. My research was published in an academic
journal. I won an award from Nottinghamshire Fire
and Rescue for excellent research that addressed
a real problem within society. A few months after
graduating I was invited to the Houses of Parliament to disseminate my work to academics and
MPs invested in traffic and transport. I competed
against other graduates who were shortlisted from
universities across the UK, and emerged the overall
winner.
Nothing could have prepared me for how difficult securing an Assistant Psychologist post was. I
mean, I knew it had a bad reputation, but I never
quite understood the scale of competition each
post commanded. I have to admit, I was a bit naïve
at first. I thought that now I had a good degree,
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and a bit of relevant clinical experience, the jobs
would come easy. They do not. I figured that the
best way forward would be to gain some experience working with individuals suffering from
mental illnesses, whilst applying for the elusive AP
posts. I therefore began work as a Mental Health
Support Worker. This was my first full time job, and
it confirmed that I was in the right line of work.
I firmly believe that anyone pursuing a career in
psychology should first work as a Support Worker.
It’s a tough job. To say it is emotionally demanding
doesn’t do it justice. The challenges are rife and the
thanks are often nought, but the wellbeing of the
service users is always at the centre of everything
you do. If you are wondering whether Psychology is the right line of work for you, get a Support
Worker job within mental health. After a few
months, reflect on your experiences and you will
have your answer.
I continued with my Support Work for close to
2 years, constantly applying for the AP jobs. I
achieved moderate success in way of securing
interviews, but the general feedback was always
something to do with not having enough experience. I took this on board and fired some emails
off within the company asking for voluntary experience as an Assistant Psychologist, immediately
receiving two offers. I worked 8 months doing
Support Work alongside my new Honorary Assistant Psychologist role. My average week during this
period consisted of 64 hours work, with 1 day off
for respite. It was gruelling, but it was invaluable
experience. After a suitable learning period I began
managing my own caseload of patients. I now,
surely, had the skills for a full time role.
After finally realising that my work hours were
unsustainable and that no opportunities were presenting themselves within the company, I decided
to search for AP roles within the private sector.
The post that immediately stood out to me was a
2 minute drive away from where I was currently
living, wanted someone with research experience
and offered the opportunity to assist with psychological assessments for the Family Court, which I
had never seen offered before. I applied, was interviewed, and was offered the job.
I am now immersing myself in my new post and
learning all I can. I have also begun my application
for professional training, having accrued a decent
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amount of both clinical and research experience.
My advice to anybody coming out of University
with a degree in Psychology would be:

Do not expect to find an Assistant
Psychologist post instantly;
this will lead to disappointment. Instead, seek
out opportunities to work within mental health. I
particularly recommend Support Work. If you enjoy
Support Work and its fundamental values, then you
are likely an ideal candidate for a career in psychology. I would also implore you to seek out voluntary AP positions. These are ideal stepping stones
to an actual AP post and will add many clinical
skills to your psychological toolkit. Most importantly though, if you are truly wanting to become
a Clinical Psychologist, do not give up. It is very
easy to become disheartened and disillusioned
searching for an AP job. Relax your timeframe and
simply learn as much as you can. Try not to envy
your friends from other courses who immediately
secured their dream job. Psychology is very much a
marathon, and not a sprint.
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Experience building at
undergrad level
by Gemma Daniel
While I was doing my A Levels I decided I
wanted a career in which I could actively
make a difference to people’s lives. For my
A Levels I decided on Psychology, Sociology and ICT. I took Biology for the first year
to help me gain more scientific knowledge
which I read would help with a Psychology degree. I enjoyed my time at college
as I learnt more about the different routes
Psychology can take depending on what
you are interested in. The good thing about
Psychology as a subject is the fact it is so
diverse, so even if you have an idea of the
career route you want to take you still have
the option of changing your mind. I then
applied for university for BSc Psychology
(BPS accredited) courses which also had a
placement/sandwich year included. Having
a placement year was a big deciding factor
for me as I have always felt hands on experience is really important in professional
development, especially coming from a
non-academic background being my first in
family to attend university.

my first year I began to look into clinical
psychology more and more. I had known
for some years that I liked the idea of talking to people and helping them with the
problems they were facing. The more I read
into the profession the more I realised how
competitive it was when applying for the
doctorate. I continued with my swimming
teaching in first year as I was getting used
to living away from home and learning
more about the field.

Due to my emphasis on gaining practical
experience (and wanting to start earning
money) I became a level one swimming
teacher at the age of 16 and completed the
level two teaching and lifeguard course at
17. I enjoyed working within this industry
and gaining the communication, leadership
and team work skills that would help me
get future jobs in a more relevant field.
I got the grades I needed and attended
my first choice of Aston University. During

For my placement year I decided on a research assistant placement instead of a
voluntary assistant psychologist position.
I choose this to get some variety in my
experience of interacting with people in a
support role. I learnt how to conduct psychometric assessments and complete a
semi-structured diagnostic interview. I also
collected psychophysiological data and was
responsible for recruitment. As this was a
large European study we collected a variety
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During my second year I started to think
about other experience I could get with
people who had mental health problems. I
became a mentor for first year students at
my university and also got my first job in
the mental health field as a support worker.
I worked with children and young people
1:1 and also led group sessions. I really
enjoyed this part time job and due to organising the appointments with the family
yourself you can fit it round studying really
easily.
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of different data such as an MRI scan, thus
I also got to observe and assist some MRI
scans and make a printed out version of the
participants brain scan.
During my placement year I worked four
days a week on the study and kept my
support worker job, my swimming teaching
and also began to shadow an occupational
therapist in the NHS to get a feel of working
within the NHS and different job roles that
are available.

role and working face to face with children
and young people. Some of my friends on
my course who didn’t engage in work experience during their degree have struggled
to find any psychology relevant job after
graduating, similar to those who realised
in their final year they need experience to
gain a relevant position after graduating
and then were too busy to begin looking
for relevant jobs.

Keep a look out for bank and agency roles,
After working as a support worker for
support work as this is beneficial in terms
two years and being involved in a study
of planning work hours around your availaon young people I decided to get a part
ble time is a great way to earn a little extra
time job during my final year as an agency
money and will hopefully help you to dehealthcare assistant in adult forensic mental velop the skills you need to land a relevant,
health units. Working agency or bank work- graduate position soon after graduation.
ing gives you the flexibility to work around
the busy periods during final year such as
submitting your dissertation or exam periods so it doesn’t take the focus off
your studies. It also gave me experience with different client groups as
you are not tied to one unit and get
to work with various disorders.
After graduating I travelled America
during the following summer and
then got a job as a learning support
assistant for six months in a specialist
school. I then left to become a graduate assistant, a slight gamble on a
lower wage and a 15 week contract.
However, this paid off as it turned
into my first assistant psychologist
role. I feel my experience during my
degree allowed me to get a little
closer to my aim of gaining an assistant role every time I applied for
a new job. Alongside my new role I
have continued with my support work on
two weekends a month as I really enjoy this
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Clinical psychology
in an age of despair
by @markoneinfour
This should be a golden age for psychology, but it
doesn’t feel like it. In the last decade, public attention paid to mental health has increased in volume
and in visibility. It feels like every day is a kind of
carnival of mental health-related content; a series
of party poppers and distant percussion signalling
a new initiative or a celebrity story. Insecure in its
position within health services, clinical psychology
is missing its opportunity to make the world better.
Concerned with wellbeing and alleviating or preventing distress, clinical psychology should be getting invited to all of the best parties, but instead
it feels like it is hanging around other disciplines
hoping to at least
ride in the taxi with
them for a while before doing a runner
at the lights.
Three weeks before the EU referendum in June
2016, speaking to
Faisal Islam on Sky
News, Conservative
Cabinet Minister
Michael Gove said;
“I think the people
in this country have
had enough of experts from organisations with
acronyms saying that they know what is best and
getting it consistently wrong.” Clinical psychology
is missing its chance to show that it is not an irrelevance in a world where psychology is being used
to understand and to manipulate the behaviour of
people, both for good and for ill. Why, when understandings of psychology and human behaviour are
being used in ways that affect millions of people, does it feel like clinical psychology is seldom
present in political debates about what is and isn’t
likely to make people happier and healthier?
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In everything from fiction to politics, why people
do and feel things excites as much discussion as
the actions they have taken. The advent of mass
market anti-stigma campaigns has produced a
great amount of fevered discussion of social attitudes to mental health difficulty and a growing
acceptance that common mental health difficulties are part of the fabric of accepted social reality.
Psychology represents one of the most enduring
modern ways of relating to and making sense of an
ever increasing torrent of information.
Our current age has
been referred to as
anything from the age
of anger to the age of
despair to the age of
the self. The millennial
generation and those
coming after them are
growing up in a world
where discussion of
mental health forms
part of the compass
for understanding
and navigating events
as they unfold. The
oldest of that generation are the children of
LiveJournal and Myspace and Tumblr. The youngest have known nothing but ubiquitous internet
connection and exposure to the experiences and
self-definition of others. Social media has presented us with the means to both express and to be
witness to the inner life of countless others. The
increased visibility and accessibility of ideas and
experiences surrounding mental health has made
the idea of mental health and mental illness a
new battleground in the accelerating culture wars
which are increasingly engulfing western democracies. There is a sense in which mental wellbeing
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and mental health are in part the terrain upon
which the modern world is discussed and understood.
In many western countries a sense that mental

health and mental illness become proxies for larger
discussions about how the world should work.
Elements of this can be seen in everything from
the popularity of books such as Wilkinson and
Pickett’s The Spirit Level to the weaponising ideas
such as ‘triggering’ and the purposeful deployment
of mental health difficulty as a slur by the current
president of the United States and regressive fellow traveller’s ire at the ‘snowflake generation’. On
one hand there is extreme concern and compassion for young people experiencing mental health
crises, while on the other a kind of revulsion at the
perceived lack of stamina and grit shown by those
experiencing difficulties. ‘Triggering the liberals’
has become a kind of sport. In the UK, a decade of
reforms to the social security system and reorganisation of health and social care services has gone
hand in hand with an explosion in discussion of
mental health and mental illness. And, more insidiously, psychological techniques and ideas are used
not only to understand events but to shape them.
Where once behavioural modification and psychologically-informed political influencing had been
the preserve of dog-eared spy novels and twitchy
nervous after-hours conspiracy chat in half-stoned
student houses; now the evidence and acceptance
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of such practices is well known. In the heyday of
the Big Society, the Cabinet Offices Behavioural
Insights Team - better known as The Nudge Unit
- looked for ways to use psychological insights to
prompt ‘good’ actions amongst the public. Now
a social purpose company owned by NESTA, The
Cabinet Office and employees, it continues to
develop ways of making people do things they
might otherwise not have done. Such activity is an
accepted part of public policy, from public health
nudges to take the stairs to administrative nudges
to make you avoid claiming benefits. Policy has
shifted to seeing problems of inequality such as
unemployment and poverty not as problems of
social organisation and policy decisions but as
individual psychological states. New solutions to
disrupting social problems focus not on fixing the
social and economic conditions that cause them
but on fixing the people that experience them.
People with less power over their social position
are subject to psychological interventions based
on coaching and motivation and behavioural activation which seek to modify them, often without
their consent.
Increasingly, psychology is the frontier upon which
the future is being founded. The raw material
for change is people and the ways they behave.
Understanding how people work and how to
manipulate them for good or ill is the province
of the new power where technology intersects
with design. Both commerce and government
have looked for ways to wring greater gains from
minimal expenditure. The line between using the
understanding of how people work to help them
and using that knowledge to influence and to alter
individuals and their lives has become increasingly
blurred. Persuasive design uses psychology to blur
the line between what you want and what the designer wants you to want. Often it isn’t clear whether you want to check your phone or your phone
wants you to check it; or whether an area of your
town makes you feel uncomfortable and unwanted
or the people who designed it didn’t want people
like you to be there.
Convincing people to behave in certain ways by
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argument is difficult and time consuming. Telling
people they are not welcome to live in the UK by
driving vans around telling them to go home tends
to be counterproductive and makes your government look authoritarian and attracts significant
pushback. Far more effective and insulated from
public opinion is the creation of a ‘hostile environment’ that tweaks how policy in practice works;
edging those at whom it is aimed closer and closer
to feeling that they have made a personal decision
to leave rather than being forced out. Such design
uses psychology to make situations where it feels
like we have made a decision when, in reality, like a
stage magician setting up a trick, the situation has
been created to make a particular outcome most
likely.
The unfolding
saga of the use
of social media
to influence
social attitudes
and election
results shows
the hallmarks
of modifying
individual
behaviour as
a means to
create political
shifts. Speaking to Peter
Pomerantsev
as part of a BBC
Radio 4 Analysis documentary, Thomas
Borwick, chief
technology officer for Vote Leave outlined how their social media
strategy enabled them to ‘nudge’ voters towards
their desired outcomes. “A good micro targeting
strategy has to test, has to work out what sticks, it
puts a lot of different advertisements up there and
for about 20% of your audience you’re testing on
them. You might put three to four hundred different messages out there to about twenty percent of
your audience and for most people you’re constantly testing what will stick: one issue that’s their
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key reason to vote and you want to split up your
voting population into those one key issues.” The
objective is not to get everyone to agree with a
particular program of policies. The objective is
to mobilise many different fears and desire and
concerns into personal action, such as voting or
abstaining from voting. “If you have nationalistic
messages those are easier to clump together. What
you’re looking at now is the parts or actions that
slightly motivate them to do something. Animal
welfare in the UK is one of those super spreading issues. Our most popular advertisements, the
ones that get shared the most are all about animal
welfare. To a certain demographic a picture of a
sheep being taken to the slaughter because of
rules and regulations we currently have in place
is a very, very powerful message. I don’t want a
message that is too
different for every
person but it is
very helpful that
people can intertwine their own
narrative with that
message. I believe
that having a
clearly identifiable
baddie is a vital
part of increasing
your cohesion
within your voting
group.”
Psychology as
a tool for manipulation is
everywhere.
Knowledge of
psychology as a
tool to heal and to avert harm follows in its footsteps, like a harassed parent picking up after an
out-of-control child. Too often, clinical psychology
responds to social change too late, giving lectures
about the importance of smoke detectors to people who are burning to death. Clinical psychology
has much that it could say and do as an ally to
those who are being screwed over now. In my most
soul searching moments I like to hope we live in a
time where the endless cycles of trauma can begin
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to slow: where everything we know about what
effs people up can be named, witnessed, respected and acted upon. I like to think that we might
reach the point where we know enough, and with
enough certainty, about the way the world affects
people that we can begin to change the world as it
develops. We’re beyond the point where we can in
good faith claim we don’t know how racism, sexism, violence, homophobia, transphobia, poverty
or other forms of inequality affect people. For me,
political commitment to reducing the effects of living in hostile territories on individuals has a corollary in trying to change those hostile territories. For
clinical psychology to be part of making a better,
safer world requires taking what clinical psychology knows and sees and putting it at the disposal of
wider movements for change.
If clinical psychologists are experts in what it
means to be human, then engaging with the
conditions under which human live is vital. Each
professional life touches the lives of others in
countless ways. Each academic life has the potential to shift the path of knowledge towards a more
equitable future. Political engagement is messy,
nerve-wracking and fraught with dilemmas. It is
easy to draw back into lecturing, conversing and
hypothesising rather than acting. In a world where
many of the individuals we see in mental health
services have the odds stacked against them by
historic and economic circumstances; any action
to even those odds will seem to go against the
boundaries of the roles we have been set.
Fixing the world is part of fixing people. The first
step is understanding how the world works against
people. The second step is understanding people well enough to know when you are able to
make the most difference. Grandstanding and
tub-thumping might feel cathartic but the world
will not change by people feeling virtuous; it will
change by the actions that people take. If the
people you see are being screwed by the benefits
system, helping them to be screwed less while
also campaigning for them not to be screwed at
all is the best course of action. Understanding how
injustice occurs is not a substitute for supporting
those that experience it. Those in psychological
professions can use their authority and knowledge
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to help others to see how psychological ideas are
used to propagate injustice. Exploring how injustice affects people and validating those who speak
of the endemic harms caused by violence and prejudice and inequality means working collectively
and individually in ways that show the psychological impact of public policy and the emerging future on people and communities. There is nothing
that does not have a psychological effect. As we
enter an age of uncertainty and potential upheaval
that knowledge is needed more than ever before.
People are ready to explore the link between the
world and their mental health.
I’m not a clinical psychologist. I’m a person who
lives in the world, who lives with mental health
difficulty and who knows that it is only action that
kindles the flame of hope. There isn’t a way to go
back. Genies cannot be put back in bottles. Clinical psychology can only deal with the demon of
its own insecurity by finding its mission in a world
that is accelerating toward an ever more uncertain
future. This requires avoiding splitting practice
from a commitment to a better world. Knowing
where you are most powerful is hard and takes
reflection. Clinical psychologists are most powerful
in making change where they are applying what
only they know and what only they can do within
a wider context of political reality. If clinical psychology is about people; it must be for the people
who are most in need. The best way to counter the
challenge that experts are irrelevant is to find ways
not to be.
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Clinical psychology in the Motherland: Reflections
on a psychology internship in Cape Town
by Mark Maxwell

Working in an Improving Access to Psychological
Therapies service as a Psychological Wellbeing
Practitioner was a great learning opportunity and
one which very quickly equipped me with the skills
to work therapeutically with clients. It was rewarding, challenging and frustrating in equal measure
but in my heart I knew it wasn’t a role I wanted to
occupy long-term.
I began to feel like I was caught on a hamster
wheel; I had attended multiple interviews for Assistant Psychologist positions but I couldn’t quite seal
the deal and secure an elusive post. Professionally I
felt trapped, I began to stagnate and I had concern
that my attitudes and feelings were beginning to
impact on the quality of support I was providing to
my clients.
I took time to reflect and consider how I wanted to
progress in a professional capacity and for my own
personal growth, and then it came to me: I needed
to be brave and take control over a situation that
had left me feeling resentful and stuck - I needed
an adventure.
For many years I had a yearning to travel, but I
hadn’t found the right time or been brave enough
to execute my plans. So there I was, 26 years of age,
in a stable job, yet feeling frustrated and knowing
that I needed a change. I needed a challenge which
would take me out of my comfort zone and help
me to appreciate life in a different way.
I always disliked the cliché that travelling helps
you to ‘find yourself’ and this certainly was not
the case in my experience. Instead, travelling and
volunteering abroad was a way of expanding my
perspective, testing my resilience and building
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and strengthening relationships with new friends
and the children I would go on to support. It was a
perfect opportunity to volunteer and advance my
psychological thinking, offer basic support to those
in need and fully immerse myself in a different
culture.
Cape Town, South Africa (SA) was my country of
choice, and what a choice it was. South Africa is a
multi-ethnic society which encompasses a wide
variety of cultures, languages and religions. It has a
stunning coast line stretching along the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans, several mountain ranges
and beautiful rolling vineyards. But amongst the
stunning beauty Cape Town has to offer, there is a
dark undertone of racism and segregation. Whilst
working in Cape Town I found the discrepancies in
how people live difficult to comprehend. From a
psychological perspective I wondered how these
social inequalities affected the realities the SA citizens were living through, particularly the impact of
exclusion, access to housing/schooling/healthcare,
deprivation and various forms of prejudice.
Although I conducted some clinical observations
in townships, including Gugulethu which holds
over 100,000 people, my psychology internship
was predominantly based at the Alpha School in
Woodstock, a more affluent area of Cape Town.
The Alpha school caters for students with Autism
Spectrum Disorders and learning difficulties. I was
impressed by the holistic and tailored support provided to each individual learner including, teaching, psychological, occupational and speech and
language therapies using a wide range of methods
including applied behavioural analysis, augmentative communication methods and South African
sign language.
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Prior to the internship commencing I had realistic
expectations of the duties I would have the opportunity to engage in. I was only able to commit
to a 5 week placement at the Alpha School before
travelling to Uganda for a research internship.
Initially this posed complex ethical questions as
I wondered how a revolving door of volunteers
might affect the children, particularly those with
complex family dynamics and attachment issues.
I also wondered whether the ‘impact’ I felt I could
make at this school would go any way in matching
the investment to train me up in working within a
system and with a client group I was largely unfamiliar with.

capacity. There were 7 children in my class, each
with their own unique personalities, some with
complex histories, but all were eager to learn and
explore. Initially I found it difficult to engage with
some of the more challenging children who would
rather be on their own or occupying themselves
with other things. However, two of the children in
particular took an instant shine to me; they had

I appreciate that others may have different perspective on this but the school assured me that
volunteers from all over the world helped to
enrich the student’s lives by providing different
perspectives and unique learning opportunities.
Volunteers also provided over-worked teachers
with temporary relief by leading small groups and
providing individualised educational support to
children with more complex needs.
My first day was daunting. I left myself little time
to adjust to life in South Africa, arriving at 5pm
on Sunday night before my first day at the school
scheduled for the following day. I woke up that
morning not fully knowing what I was letting myself in for. I experienced a mix of emotions – Would
I make it to the school ok? Will I make a good first
impression? How will I manage the challenges
of working in a school of up to 100 children with
Autism? Will the children like me? Will they understand my accent? Will I understand theirs? Adding
to my anxiety was knowing that all of my prior
experience had been working in adult services, and
I fully anticipated children’s services would present
their own unique challenges.
Upon arrival I anxiously stepped through two gigantic steel gates into the school and was instantly
greeted by one of the schools administrators who
warmly instructed the head teacher would be
coming to greet me shortly. Sure enough the principal, along with one of the intermediate teachers,
bounded round the corner and met me with a
gleaming smile. Instantly I felt at ease.
The principal assigned me to a class – intermediate phase jade class – and talked me through
how my week would look. The timetable was a
split between supporting in my assigned class and
working under the supervision of the schools Clinical Psychologist on psychology-related tasks. In
reality, as I had expected, the balance was skewed
more toward supporting the children in a learning
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an abundance of energy and enthusiasm and an
eagerness to know more about me and my life in
England. But as a volunteer, the incidental interactions where something was shared between the
child and I were the most rewarding moments; a
high five, a secret handshake, a joke, or even just a
smile. To know I was part of that child’s experience,
helping them to find joy and putting a great big
smile on their face was inspiring.
I made some fantastic memories with the children
on excursions to Hout Bay to see the seals and for
fish and chips, on their weekly horse riding trips
and to the local supermarket to help in the bakery
and at the check-out. I particularly enjoyed time
spent in the peace garden which was an interactive, multi-sensory environment on the school site
for the children to explore. It had a trampoline,
hens and a garden which felt like a jungle with
dense vegetation and towering trees. From every
direction came hums and chirps of insects and
exotic birds of which I had never seen before. I was
certain the children loved spending time there.
The psychology aspect of my internship, however,
provided me with a lot less certainty.
There was one clinical psychologist working for
the school who had responsibility for the children learning there and for providing assessment
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and consultation in the community. I was one of
around 5 psychology interns who were all clambering for her attention, but knowing the pressure she
had to provide opportunities for interns, I (foolishly?) took a step back. Again this shone a bright
light on my initial concerns regarding the utility of
my time with the psychologist at the Alpha School,
but after a couple of weeks there some opportunities presented themselves.
I shadowed some of her consultations; I received
some brief training on using an autism assessment
tool and I accompanied her to local schools to
provide child observations with the other interns.
Initially I was excited to get involved in some hands
on work but before long I began to feel uneasy
about my responsibilities. The expectation was
that we would each individually observe a child
with suspected Autism using their assessment tool
and feed our observations back to school staff and
parents. As I have mentioned, I had no prior experience in children’s services and I have had very
little contact with individuals with a diagnosis of
autism. It was a complicated situation as I knew the
limits of my own clinical competence, and in the
UK I would have undoubtedly had more comprehensive training and access to regular supervision.
However, I was in Africa, a country with their own
set of professional rules and clearly the boundaries
of my role and responsibilities allowed this sort of
practice.
This raised a number of questions. If I raised my
concerns would I be perceived as not pulling my
weight? Would I be letting the psychologist and
the school down? Hell, I wasn’t in the UK anymore;
I was in Africa and living under their rules. Yet the
uneasiness I felt was difficult to stomach. I couldn’t
just turn the off switch on my moral and ethical
code. I slept on it and raised my concerns with the
psychologist, and surprisingly she was very understanding and receptive. We agreed to set-up a
buddy system with other more experienced volunteers/staff during observations and the psychologist spent time assisting and shadowing us at the
schools.
Throughout my professional life I have always
tried to avoid confrontation and in doing so I tend
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to avoid escalating concerns I may have, unless
absolutely necessary. This has, at times, had negative consequences on my own health and wellbeing where in previous roles I have felt overworked
and burnt out. An important lesson was learned in
Cape Town. Fear of the interaction and repercussions of concerns raised to an authority figure goes
no way in mitigating the seriousness and importance of being honest and open about the feeling
that something just isn’t right. I learned to trust in
my instinct, think less about the consequences,
and stay true to my own personal, professional and
ethical code; and in this instance, a positive outcome was achieved.
My work at the school had been both challenging
and enlightening. A particular highlight was the
school assembly on my final day. One of my students took me to the front of the hall, read me a
poem on autism and handed me a key ring of the
South African flag and a note which read ‘keep
calm and unite for autism’. Those are the memories
which will stay with me.
Cape Town couldn’t have been better. I immersed
myself in South African culture in every way that
I could, I challenged the stereotypes and misconceptions I had of those who live there, and of those
with a diagnosis of autism. I learned that there are
cultural differences that may take time to understand and that language barriers don’t really need
to be barriers as I could find other ways to communicate with people. I developed a greater appreciation for what I have after witnessing the daily
challenges that people living in the townships face.
And despite these hardships, a lot can be learned
from the positive attitudes of the marginalised
South Africans I met during my time there. For
many, poverty is not equal to misery, and they had
created their own narrative which helped them to
get by: a one of being humble and appreciating
what you have.
The trip had certainly lived up to my expectations.
And despite my cliché-bashing, whilst I didn’t
‘find myself’, I certainly learned a lot about myself
and my resilience and the capabilities I have to be
unapologetically open and honest about the way
that I feel. I learned about the uniqueness of every
individual with autism and the associated challenges of working with individuals with a diagnosis. I learned that I was capable and independent
enough to travel alone, living in a different continent and meeting some amazing new friends
from all over the world. It gave me some distinctive
experiences which I feel have improved my clinical
practice since returning to the UK, and it is an experience which I believe ultimately contributed to
my success at gaining the DClinPsy place this year.
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Gillystrations

by Gilly

“I’m sure working for the NHS hasn’t always felt like this” thought
Chris, as he left on Christmas eve.

The Caption Competition

Think of a caption and we will anounce the winner in the next issue of Aspire.
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